Editing

✩

Sometimes we need to shorten or change sentences to make them quicker
and easier to read. Here are some sentences that were spoken. Cross out all
the unnecessary words. Then rewrite the remaining words as simply as you can.
Make sure the meaning is not lost and that you still have complete sentences.
Apples for cider are really not very sweet at all and you can see them
all growing in these cider orchards, generally speaking, in the
south-west of England.

If you ever wondered why apples have all those bits inside, then
I can tell you that the bits are actually the seeds and I can also tell
you that the core, which was part of the apple blossom, holds the
seeds so that more apple trees can grow and so on.

If you want to make a really good job of saying a poem out loud to
other people, you actually need to learn the words and everything
really well and remember them in your head or you will forget what
you are doing and it will not be very thrilling for the people who are
listening to it.
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✩

Editing

Sometimes we need to shorten or change sentences to make them quicker
and easier to read. Here are some sentences that were spoken. Cross out all
the unnecessary words. Then rewrite the remaining words as simply as you can.
Make sure the meaning is not lost and that you still have complete sentences.
Apples for cider are really not very sweet at all and you can see them
all growing in these cider orchards, generally speaking , in the
south-west of England.
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If you ever wondered why apples have all those bits inside, then
I can tell you that the bits are actually the seeds and I can also tell
you that the core, which was part of the apple blossom, holds the
seeds so that more apple trees can grow and so on.
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If you want to make a really good job of saying a poem out loud to
other people, you actually need to learn the words and everything
really well and remember them in your head or you will forget what
you are doing and it will not be very thrilling for the people who are
listening to it.
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This activity gives practice in summarizing text and
m in sentence recognition.
Your child should write well-formed sentences that provide all the basic
information but that leave out unnecessary or repetitive words and phrases.
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